
Simulations of Formation of Molecular Clusters, 2015 Exercise set 2
Return your answers by Monday 21 September, 4 pm, to oona.kupiainen(at)helsinki. This time
you can decide more freely what simulations you need to do in order to answer the questions.
Return one pdf document containing plots (+ description of what was plotted and what is
seen in the plot), discussion of the results, and conclusions. Return also 3 Matlab codes (1 per
question) that produce all the plots, and all input files needed by these codes.

1. Energy barrier
In a one-component system, the typical (simplified) energy profile is such that the Gibbs
formation free energy ∆G(n) first increases with cluster size, then reaches a maximum at
some cluster size (this is called the critical size n∗, and the corresponding energy ∆G∗ is
the hight of the energy barrier), and finally decreases with increasing cluster size toward
−∞. (Note: here ∆G refers to the formation free energy corresponding to the partial
pressure of the monomer, while last week it was reported at 1 atm. The same energy file
can be used at different monomer concentrations as the evaporation rates do not depend
on the monomer concentration, but the critical size does change.)

Test different ∆G curves and use them for running simulations. How do the critical size
and barrier height affect the particle formation rate and cluster distribution? Note: use
a big enough system, the biggest cluster in your system needs to be well beyond the
critical size.

2. Growth along a saddle surface
In a 2-component system, the height of the energy barrier depends on the direction in
which clusters are growing. Instead of a ∆G(n) curve, we have a ∆G(i, j) surface.

• Produce an energy file corresponding to an 2-component (molecule names A and
N) ∆G surface at P = 108cm−3 × RT , where both monomers have energy 0, the
barrier height along the diagonal is 15 kcal/mol corresponding to the cluster 3A3N,
and the barrier height along each 1-component system is higher.

• Write a script for tracking and visualizing the main steady-state formation pathway.
(The main flux out of the system comes from cluster Z, the main flux to Z comes
from Y, the main flux to Y comes from X, ...). Use a big enough system and allow
the clusters to grow out in any direction.

• Run simulations with different monomer concentrations/source terms. How does
the formation pathway change? Does the pathway go through the saddle point?

3. Boundary conditions
Use your energy surface from exercise 2. Test different boundary conditions: the clusters
can grow out in any direction, the clusters can grow out if they contain enough A
molecules, the clusters can grow out if they contain enough A and N molecules. What
happens to the cluster distribution and particle formation rate when you decrease the
system size? Is there some optimal choice for the boundary condition?


